
PET RESCUE PARTNERS REHOMING SERVICE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- Pet Rescue Partners is a referral-based pet rehoming site. Our services are free and we try our
hardest to place your pet with a loving family. By submitting your pet to be featured on our
adoption page, you are AGREEING to the following terms.

- REHOMING FEES - the purpose of Pet Rescue Partners is to help pets find homes - NOT to
help owners make money. We will NOT feature litters intentionally bred for profit, and we will
NOT allow owners to choose their own rehoming fee. PRP requires pets to be listed with a
rehoming fee to deter animal abusers who are seeking a free or cheap animal to mistreat, but after
owners began charging high prices for poorly-cared for pets, we changed our rehoming fee
policies. Predetermined fees will be listed as follows - fixed dog ($100), intact dog ($50), fixed
cat ($50), intact cat ($25). You MUST provide proof of your animal's spay/neuter surgery by
attaching a screenshot of its surgery certificate upon submitting the application. This information
serves as a screening process and will not be shared. 100% of the rehoming fee is collected by the
owner (you).

- HONESTY - you MUST be ENTIRELY HONEST when disclosing your pet's health and
behavior. PRP's rehoming service is run on the honor system, but after adoption, adopters WILL
BE PROMPTED to REVIEW their experience with adopting from you. Feedback such as an
unkempt house, poor living conditions/healthcare for the pet, animal hoarding situation, and
suspected dishonesty about the animal CAN and WILL AFFECT YOUR ABILITY TO USE
PRP'S REHOMING SERVICE IN THE FUTURE.

- FEATURED PHOTOS - you can submit several photos of your pet, and the most appealing will
be featured on our adoption page. Photos must be HIGH-QUALITY, WELL-LIT, and
APPEALING, as great photos are CLOSELY-LINKED with the interest your animal will
generate from potential adopters. If a photo is insufficient, we will notify you and request an
alternative image. Failure to submit a clear image will result in your pet NOT being featured on
the page - adopters want to see more than three pixels of your dog's butt.

- RESPONSE POLICY - due to the lack of correspondence from owners, we have updated our
response policy. By submitting your pet, you are agreeing to promptly respond to all messages
from both PRP and potential adopters. Ignoring or failing to answer emails or texts within
THREE DAYS will result in the removal of your pet from the adoption page. You will receive a
warning prior.

- PRIVACY - PRP does NOT share your contact information without your consent. Your
information will NOT be posted on public forums and will only be shared with potential adopters
once they have filled out an interest application for your pet. We value your privacy.


